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A/TA

Worthy Accolades
Each fall, several pages of the Convention
Edition of the A/TQ are dedicated to listing
and highlighting accomplishments of the
year’s A/TA Award Winners, which is as it
should be. However, several A/TA awards are
not announced until the convention and are
also worhty of mention in the Association
magazine, so here they are:
The Tampa Bay Trophy. The Tampa Bay
Defense Alliance presents the trophy annually to an individual civic leader exhibiting sustained and enduring service to the
community, Air Mobility Command and
the Air Force. The 2016 Tampa Bay Trophy
was awarded to Dr. Joe Leverett for his dedication to Altus Air Force Base, Oklahoma,
to its mission, and most importantly, to its
Airmen.
The A/TA Convention was also the venue
for the presentatiuon of the 2016 AMC Aviation Fuel Efficiency Awards. The Aviation
Fuel Efficiency Awards Program recognizes
individuals and groups at all levels whose
outstanding performance has made significant contributions to Mobility Air Force
aviation fuel efficiency efforts through their
behavior, actions and innovations. The program encourages commanders to promote
an environment of innovation and creativity to enhance Mobility Air Force fuel efficiency through fuel use reductions or more
efficient operations, and focuses attention
on the most deserving Mobility Air Force
units across the enterprise. There are six Mobility Air Force Fuel Efficiency Awards: C-5
Wing of the Year; C-17 Wing of the Year;
C-130 Wing of the Year; KC-10 Wing of the
Year; KC-135 Wing of the Year and Mobility
Air Force Fuel Efficiency Award of the Year:
The C-5 Wing of the Year was the 436 Airlift Wing at Dover AFB. Accepting the award
for the Wing were Col Ethan Griffin the 436
AW/CC; Col Doug Hall the 436 AW/OG; and,
Capt Chris the 436 AW Chief of Safety.
The C-17 Wing of the Year was the Hawaii
Air National Guard, 154 Wing at Hickam AFB.
Capt Reiner Vilaneuva, the Aircrew Flight
Equipment Flight Commander of the 15/154
OSS accept the award on the Wing’s behalf.
The C-130 Wing of the Year was the Wyoming Air National Guard, 153 Air Mobility
Wing at Cheyenne, Wyoming. Accepting
the award was Col Paul Lyman 153 AW/CC.
The KC-10 Wing of the Year was the Air
Force Reserve, 349 Air Mobility Wing at Travis AFB. Accepting the award for the Wing
were Col Raymond Kozak the 349 AMW/CC;
and, Maj Sarah Forte 349 AMW/IGI.
The KC-135 Wing of the Year was the
Illinois Air National Guard’s 126 Air Refueling
Wing at Scott AFB. Accepting the award for
the Wing was Col Tom Jackson 126 ARW/OG.
The Mobility Air Force Fuel Efficiency
Award of the Year was presented to the
continued on page 4 >>>
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Up Front
Chairman’s Comments
First and foremost, what an honor and privilege it
is for me to be your
new Chairman. I
truly believe A/TA
is the best professional association
of its type in the
country. Other associations have
continued to look
Gen Duncan McNabb at A/TA as the gold
USAF, Ret
standard and try to
figure out its magic…great membership, a great
leadership team, and a very noble and ongoing
mission to support. I am humbled to join President Mike Kerver and the outstanding A/TA
leadership team to follow in the footsteps
of some true mobility heroes…and help us
build on the tremendous success and foundation they have constructed. Put simply, A/TA,
and all it stands for, is in my DNA. It is part
of who I am.
The 2016 Convention at the Gaylord Opryland in Nashville last October was a case in
point of how superb this organization is. All
I can say is, WOW! Once again Gen Lichte,
President Kerver and the A/TA team put together an incredible event at a fantastic venue…providing a great opportunity for generations of Air Mobility heroes from around the
world to gather and tell “our” story. My hat
is off to all those that put this gathering of
unsung heroes together.
That said, we are already moving on.
Preparation is well underway for the 2017
convention in Orlando. Working closely with
the Gen Everhart and the entire Air Mobility
community it will once again be a spectacular occasion…and great fun.
As we move to the future, there are no big

President’s Message

Announcements & Stories
from, and/or about
Association Business,
Members and Chapters

surprises or changes planned. Our A/TA is
based on enduring principles that guide us.
Our previous Chairman, General Art Lichte,
superbly articulated these principles as our
major themes at the beginning of his term,
and we will continue that focus:
Support Mobility Airmen: We provide the
forums and opportunities to inform and educate about this critical, complex mission. We
also provide scholarships and enlisted education grants to make sure we continue to develop all levels of our membership to meet
the challenges of the future
Preserve the Mobility Culture: We make
sure the Air Mobility stories, some which
might have been enhanced over time, are
told and re-told by the people who lived
them and make sure they have a chance to
tell the story to the next generation. We also
make sure the heroes in these stories stay
connected; to maintain the camaraderie and
legacy that was forged in shared challenges.
Strengthen our Bonds: We build trust. It
is a team that makes Air Mobility happen. A
team of Active Duty, Reservists, Guardsmen,
aircrew, maintainers, load crews, industry
partners, civic leaders and countless others
who have built trust over years by working
alongside each other. Collectively we have
given our Nation the strategic ability to
move…one of the greatest asymmetric advantages our country has.
All three of these themes define who we
are as an association. During our last convention we focused on Strengthening our Bonds,
in 2017 we’ll focus on Supporting Mobility
Airmen. I hope to see you in Orlando where
we can support each other, tell some more
war stories, and continue to build “the trust”
that sustains us.
Thanks for all you do every day and, see
you around the flag pole.
Gen (ret) Duncan McNabb, Chairman

Visit America’s Only Museum Dedicated
Airlift and Air Refueling History!

to

The Air Mobility Command Museum,
located at Dover AFB, Delaware, has free admission and parking.
The museum is open Tuesday - Sunday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
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In the months
following our 48th
annual
Convention, Exposition and
Symposium, many
have asked me how
I thought things
went? From my
perspective, OUTSTANDING…but as
life has often taught
me, that question is
CMSgt Mike Kerver
better answered by
USAF, Ret
our audience! On
behalf of YOUR Airlift/Tanker Association, a
huge thank you to the 1900+ active duty and
retired military, industry partners, civil servants, and all our other friends who joined
us in Nashville this past October. Whether
a veteran or first time attendee, I hope our
convention far exceeded expectations and
you’re already making plans to join us in Orlando, 26-29 October 2017 for our next gathering. As you’re adding Orlando to your calendar, flip the pages forward and also circle
25-28 October 2018 for our Texas-sized 50th
anniversary extravaganza scheduled for Dallas and the brand new Gaylord Texan. Planning for both events is in full swing, and I
hope to see you there!
My post-convention article is usually the
toughest because there are far more people
to thank than space available on this page,
but at the top of the list is our VP for Programs, Miles Wiley and his convention committee. When one considers all the moving
parts to include 38 seminars, guest speakers, audiovisual, protocol, etc., organizing a
convention of our size is not for the faint of
heart. When I think of Miles, I think of the
“duck on the water” analogy. While calm
and collected on the surface, you know the
paddles below are always moving. Miles and
his committee are the best in the business,
are all volunteers, and my thanks to all of

Secretary’s Notes
The 48th annual
Convention, Symposium and Exposition was a huge
success, thanks to
all those that made
it happen. I need
to extend a special
thanks to our new
administrative team
who led the registraCol Mike Cassidy
tion and check-in
USAF, Ret
effort for the first
time on their own, no more training wheels.
Gary and Sondra Hart led the team; they
had superb technical support from Brou

them for another well-planned and executed
convention! I’d also like to extend a special
shout out to Gary and Sondra Hart and their
registration team. These special volunteers
work tirelessly in the back ground managing
every electronic and manual transaction associated with registration giving our attendees a user friendly experience. One more
special volunteer I need to mention is Paul
McVictar. Most of us take for granted the
seamless integration and timing of slide and
video presentations, sound management recording, as well as a staggering list of other
audio-visual tasks. Paul is at the center of
everything you see and hear on our convention stage and his contributions are invaluable. He could make a million times more
than what we “pay” him as a volunteer! If
you attended our Hall of Fame banquet, the
Sir Alan Cobham video was just one small
example of Paul’s exemplary work…wow!
Thanks again Paul, we deeply appreciate you.
As I mentioned earlier, the list of volunteers is long, but each and every one of them
is important to our convention and the success we all enjoy…THANK YOU again!
Before I go any further, I’d like to thank
our past Chairman Gen Arthur Lichte for his
leadership and for helping shaping our strategic vision through three fundamental priorities; Supporting Mobility Airmen, Preserving
Our Culture and Strengthening Our Bonds.
As we enter the New Year, please join me in
welcoming our new Chairman, General Duncan McNabb! As many of you already know,
Gen McNabb and his bride Linda are lifelong
members and enormous supporters of our
Association. I guarantee you he’s excited and
ready to move us to the next level. He is open
and receptive to your ideas and concerns, and
I personally look forward to working with
him. Welcome aboard sir!
In a quick recap of our 2016 convention,
we honored and recognized some of the very
best within the Air Mobility community
through our awards program. We had the
chance to make and renew friendships. We

continued to build on new or previous relationships among our Active, Air National
Guard, Air Force Reserve, and industry partners. We also had the opportunity to hear
individual messages from our most senior
Air Force leadership such as the Secretary of
the Air Force, Chief Master Sergeant of the
Air Force, and other Mobility leaders that
included the U.S. Transportation Command
and Air Mobility Command commanders.
Over all my years of attending various conferences and conventions, there were very
few venues that brought together so many
significant senior leaders in one place to
hear personal messages as to the importance
of Air Mobility and its contribution to our
nation’s peace and security.
Our winter board meeting will be hosted
by the Huyser Chapter and held at Scott AFB
the weekend of 9-10 February 2017. Nominations for the 2017 A/TA Hall of Fame
award will be accepted through 15 April
2017. Please think about all the Air Mobility
heroes you know and consider nominating
them for this important honor.
Our 2017 membership drive is underway! Cash prizes and bragging rights will
be awarded to the Chapters recruiting the
highest number of new members. Last year’s
inaugural drive brought in over 300 members, and we’re excited to see what version
2.0 brings. Contact your local chapter presidents for more information or questions.
Someone once said “last read is best remembered.” In closing, a special thank you
to our Air Mobility Commander, Gen Dewey Everhart for his leadership and support
for our convention. AMC co-sponsors this
event, and I’m grateful for what Gen Everhart and his Command Chief Shelina Frey
do for us on a daily basis. We look forward
to building on what is already a strong partnership and to continue looking for the best
ways to serve the Mobility community.

Gautier and Scott Young. Of course a small
army of dedicated volunteers joined them.
The meticulous system the team created
and implemented worked very well. As we
expected there were some issues but those
are already being addressed and we’ll continue to make improvements. Well done by
all and thanks.
Once again, the great challenge of the
convention is never having enough time
with all the friends I meet. It is a good
problem.
Like last year all the 2016 convention
keynote speeches can be found and viewed
from the website – they are definitely worth
watching the first or even a second time if
you were able to be there in person.
The annual business meeting was productive.

Each of the board members reported to all
who attended. Here are a few highlights –
Our Senior Vice President (Lt Gen Rusty
Findley, USAF, ret) shared that the membership campaign that started after the 2015
convention was successful resulting in 318
new members. The Huyser chapter from
Scott AFB took home a $300 dollar prize for
recruiting the most new members. The Tommy B. McGuire chapter from McGuire AFB
and the Razorback chapter from Little Rock
AFB received $200 and $100 respectively
for their second and third place efforts. Lt
Gen Findley also announced the start of a
new membership drive, beginning at our
convention this past year in Nashville and
concluding as we gather in Orlando later
continued on page 4 >>>

Happy New Year everyone!
Mike
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Worthy Accolades continued from page 2

Secretary’s Notes continued from page 3

6th Air Mobility Wing’s Fuel Efficiency
Working Group at MacDill Air Force Base.
Accepting the award was Col April Vogel, 6
AMW/CC.
And, finally, it is my honor to thank our
Associatoin President, Mike Kerver, for presenting me with the 2016 A/TA President’s
Award. Presented annually at the A/TA Convention the President’s Award is described as
Identifing and recognizing an A/TA membervolunteer who contributes immeasurably to
the overall success of the Airlift/Tanker Association and it is truly humbling to know
that I am thought of in such an appreciative
manner. Thank you Mike and thank you to
all the members of thre A/TA. My contributions to the Association are minscule when
compared to what you all do for our country
everyday.
Collin Bakse, editor

this year for the 2017 convention. Once
again there will be monetary awards for the
top three chapters.
Our Vice President for Industry, Col Cary
Walgamott, USAF (ret), was pleased that we
had about 95 companies exhibiting, 6 more
than the 2015 convention.
The Vice President for Programs, Col Miles
Wiley, USAF (ret), offered some statistics on
the 2016 convention including the following: there were 6 “mini-conferences” with
about 250 people participating; there were
approximately 1,100 uniformed, funded attendees and this year we had a quiet “old
timer” coffee reunion area which was not
just open to old timers.
Our Treasurer, Col John Murphy, USAF
(ret), gave us his annual financial report and
informed those present that the annual audit was complete, the results of the audit will
be included as part of the meeting minutes.
Additionally, Gen Kross, USAF (ret), as
the Chairman of the nominating committee, asked those members present, in accordance with the bylaws, to approve the standing committee membership – the vote was
unanimously approved by all. Gen Kross
also asked that Gen Duncan McNabb, USAF
(ret) be approved as the Association’s new
chairman and to approve Col Wiley, USAF,
(ret) and myself to continue in our roles on
the board. These positions were also approved by the membership.

$400 A/TA
Enlisted Education
Grants Available!
The A/TA Enlisted Education
Grant Program is designed to
help A/TA enlisted members
achieve their educational goals.
Recipients are free to use their
$400 Enlisted Education Grant
money for tuition, books,
transportation, etc…
Airlift/Tanker Association Enlisted
Education Grants are available to
Air Force, Air National Guard
and Air Force Reserve A/TA
members pursuing undergraduate
or graduate degrees.
Details and forms
are available online at
www.atalink.org
It’s easy to find out if you
meet the criteria – if you do
you can apply today!
The A/TA wants to help you
continue your education!
4

On a personal note, many of you know
that my father’s funeral – Gen Duane Cassidy,
USAF (ret), former A/TA Chairman and Hall
of Fame inductee – was held at Arlington
National Cemetery shortly before Thanksgiving. It was a great gathering of over 300
family and friends at the Ft Myer chapel, the
gravesite and then at a reception at the Army-Navy Country Club. Thanks to all who
were able to attend and to those unable but
who were with us in spirit. We celebrated an
amazing life, very well lived.
Our 2017 winter board meeting will be at
Scott AFB, on 11 February. I will post more
details on our web site. If you want to keep
up to date, please make sure you subscribe
http://www.atalink.org/.
I have not received much response to my
trivia questions but I’ll keep trying. Here is
the latest installment; which congressmen
had significant influence on our modern
Air Mobility system by conducting a series
of hearings in the spring of 1960? Hint: the
answer is easily found in Col Rob Owen’s,
USAF, (ret) book Air Mobility: A Brief History
of the American Experience, which I review in
this edition of the A/TQ.
Remember, invite someone you know
(Guard, Reserve, Active, Retired, Civic Leader, aircrew, maintenance, port, support,
etc.) to join this great organization and get
involved with your local chapter.
Thanks for all you do, every day!
Mike

Call for Hall of Fame Nominations

It is once again time to prepare and submit A/TA Hall of Fame award nomination packages.
Established in 1988, the A/TA Hall of Fame honors individuals who have demonstrated superior
or sustained performance to the advancement of Air Mobility. Nomination Process - Any A/TA
member in good standing (to include Industry Partners) can submit a package. Nomination
instructions detailing requirements, timeline, package format, and the selection process can
be found at http://www.atalink.org/content/hall-of-fame/nomination/. All submitted packages
must follow the provided format and page count instructions. Please email completed packages
to CMSgt (ret) Mike Kerver at President@atalink.org NLT 14 April 2017. Late nominations will
not be accepted. Thanks in advance for your support of this important recognition program!

Future Convention Locations:
2017:
25-29 October
Marriott World Center
Orlando, Florida
2018:
A/TA 50th Anniversary
Gaylord Texan Resort
Grapevine, Texas
Note: Convention Start Dates
historically have been 31 October plus or
minus a week or so.
While nothing is “guaranteed,” that
bracket is a reasonable aim point.
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Calling all
457th Airlift Squadron
Alumni!
The squadron turns 75 in 2017 and we
want to celebrate! Join the current squadron
members, distinguished visitors, and other
alumni on June 30 for dinner, drinks, and a
few good “there I was” stories. We will have
activities planned for the day, including a
distinguished guest speaker. All alumni and
their families are welcome to attend. Please
email or call to RSVP, we hope to see you
there!
E-mail: 457as.amc@gmail.com
Phone: 240-857-3917.

Book Review

by Colonel Michael Cassidy, USAF Ret

Air Mobility: A Brief History of the American Experience
by Robert C. Owen, 2013, Potomic Books
If you are connected with the Air Mobility profession you need to
cultural evolution,” in which “the really important lessons of
get, and read, Air Mobility: A Brief History of the American Experience,
dedication, leadership, courage, coordination, and persistent exby Col Robert Owen (USAF, retired). If you have been in this busicellence of execution were passed person to person, generation to
ness for a long time or you are just starting out,
generation…”
you need to read it and study the implications
I will be bold (especially with my former
it offers. From General Officers, to the Airman
professor and friend) and recommend you read
Basic, from Active to Reserve component, from
this final chapter first; it will help you think
the civic leaders to the leaders of industry, from
about the big picture. Then read the next to
Airmen to soldiers to Marines, from Airlifters
last chapter next, Chapter 25, where Owen uses
and to those of us in the Tanker community
the humanitarian airlift to Haiti following the
we all need to know this story. Some of you
earthquake in January of 2010 as an example of
may already know some of the stories, but I
the current complexities and the amazing capromise many will be new to even the most
pability of American Air Mobility. This chapter
dedicated students of our profession.
will inspire you and make you appreciate that
Owen’s work is the only comprehensive
you are part of something big (the sum really is
bigger than the individual parts). I wager that
discussion of all the things that shaped, and
many of us will read this story and get a ‘lump
continue to shape, the unequaled sophisticain their throat’ and swell with pride. Then go
tion and power of the American air mobility
back and start at the beginning, re-reading the
system. These include the assessed experience,
last two chapters, this will get you the entire
theory, culture, national and inter-service polistory and enable you to fully appreciate Owtics, technology, tactics and personalities. This
en’s main points in the last two chapters. You
is a great academic work; the footnotes will
will read those chapters and know how all this
take you to many great sources. But don’t get
started and all the machinations behind how
caught thinking about it simply as an academic
we got to where we are today.
work, it is inspiring, our American Air Mobility story is inspiring and knowing how we got
I also have to add that I have a favorite openwhere we are today adds to that inspiration.
ing in this book, that is a favorite opening to
Colonel Owen (USAF, retired) is “one of us,”
a chapter. In the chapter in which Owen outlines, in good detail, Operation Nickel Grass he starts the chapter
he is uniquely qualified to produce this work. Following three tours
with the following statement, “It would be an overstatement to say
as a C-130E/H pilot and one to the Air Force Academy History Departthat General Paul K. Carlton saved the world all by himself during
ment; the Air Force sent him in the late 1980s for doctoral studies
at Duke University, where he wrote his dissertation on the rise of
the Arab-Israeli War of 1973. He had some help.” To me that sums
the American airlift arm.
up what today’s “American
FROM THE INTRODUCTION
Air Mobility” team does
Over the remainder of his
almost every day, you save
career, Owen served as
“Global
air
mobility
is
an
American
invention…
the world, as a team.
mobility chief in the HQ
USAF Doctrine Division,
short, Air Mobility: A
[and] the very possession of global mobility has made BriefInHistory
as Commandant of the
of the AmeriSchool of Advanced Aircan Experience is the primAmerica the world’s philanthropist…[with] tens
power Studies (SAAS) and
er on the way things were,
Chief of the AMC Doctrine
the way things are, and
perhaps hundreds of thousands of people
and Concepts division.
the important elements
Throughout, he published
for the future of air mobilow[ing] their lives to the speed at which
and spoke frequently on
ity. Young or old, officer,
air mobility issues, includairmen or civilian will
ing participation as a prebenefit, and be inspired,
U.S. air mobility forces [have] brought relief.”
senter or panel chair at alby the story it tells and the
most every Airlift/Tanker
fundamental truths it imAssociation convention since the mid-1990s. Additionally, he was my
parts about our Air Mobility professional world. Bottom-line, get this
SAAS professor from 1994-1995 and I consider him a friend.
book and read it…today.
Air Mobility covers “our story” from the earliest thinking in 1783
through the War on Terror in the 2010s. The book is a series of crisp,
About the Author
well-organized chapters focused on either periods of time or imporROBERT C. OWEN is a professor in the Department of Aeronautical
tant issues. It weaves together all of the major elements of the AmerScience at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University–Daytona Beach. He
ican mobility system, including Air Force airlift and air refueling
teaches courses in aviation operations, law, and history and conducts
forces, Army battlefield airlift, and Marine Corps and Navy organic
research in national security affairs independently and as an adjunct
transports and tanker-transports.
to the Rand Corporation and the Air Force Research Institute. Owen
In his final chapter, “The Secret is People,” he argues that “this
holds a master’s degree in African studies from UCLA and a PhD in
complex human and material mechanism was…the product of
history from Duke University. He lives in Port Orange, Florida.
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STORY
Cargomaster:
The Lost Generation of Airlift
by John C. Taylor

The C-133 was the fifth in a line of four-engine transports that
In 1954, the Air Force established the 1700th Test Squadron (Turbegan in 1938 with the first flight of the Douglas DC-4. Upon the
boprop), at Kelly AFB, Texas. For three years, the unit evaluated YCoutbreak of war, the government commandeered the first 34 aircraft
131Cs, YC-97Js and YC-121s powered by turboprop engines. The
from the production line as the C-54. of which 1,170 were built. This
YC-97J had an early combination of T34 engine and Curtiss propelwas the first four-engine military transport. Over the next twentyler used later on the C-133. Similarly, the Allison YT-56 engine on
eight years, Douglas four-engine strategic transports predominated
the YC-131C was used on the Lockheed C-130. Three years of study
in the Air Force.
showed that turboprop power was viable for USAF aircraft. When the
In 1945, 66% of Air Transport Command assets were Douglas
project was complete, many of its personnel went on to become iniaircraft. At the end of the Berlin Airlift, on 30 September 1949,
tial cadre in the C-133.
89% were Douglas-built and the number was still 80% at the end
The final step to the C-133 started with a 1951 Douglas study
of the Korean War. In 1947, the C-54 had been put on steroids to
of an airplane with a circular fuselage and extended wingspan. It
become the C-74 Globemaster,
was Douglas Model 1324, deswhich quickly morphed into
ignated C-124X. The C-124
“The next step was to design an
the C-124 Globemaster II, first
were soon left far
airplane specifically for the logistics mission. elements
flown on 27 November 1949.
behind. Douglas offered MATS
Military Air Transport Service
the Model DTS-1333. It had a
That was the C-133.”
now had a transport that could
circular fully pressurized fusecarry vehicles and other outsize cargo. The airplane was still low
lage with a high wing, a truck-bed height cargo deck and new wings
wing, however, requiring a long built-in ramp to load cargo on a
and tail. Gross weight was 275,000 pounds, including a 60,300
deck nine feet off the ground. The next step was to design an airpound payload carried 1,500 NM at 260 knots. On 9 February, the
plane specifically for the logistics mission. That was the C-133.
Air Force instructed Douglas to develop this airplane, which was
The C-133 was one of three transport weapons systems, designated
designated C-133 on 10 August 1953. Ultimately, 32 C-133A and
SS-402L (Support System 402 Logistics) in 1951. The others were the
18 C-133B went into service. The major difference between the two
Lockheed C-130 (SS-400L) and the Douglas C-132 (SS-401L). A weapwas to convert the rear cargo door to side-opening petal doors. With
ons system included not only the airframe but also support equipthis modification, loading ICBMs was much easier.
ment and documentation. By this time, the Air Force was engaged in
At this point, it is pertinent to address a long-standing myth that
a multi-step process to investigate and evaluate turboprop power for
the C-133 was designed to carry ICBMs. In fact, Atlas design was
USAF aircraft. Phase Four of that effort was to develop new turboprop
not frozen until the Air Force contracted on 14 January 1955 with
aircraft specifically designed for their intended purpose. PressurizaConvair for development and testing of Atlas. Titan and Minuteman
came several years later. Thus, it is more likely that the rockets were
tion efforts with the YC-124B, 51072, as a prototype tanker showed
serious weight penalties and the concept was discarded. Further, the
designed to fit the C-133.
Air Force wanted to standardize refuelers with the Boeing KC-97.
After a series of contracts, Douglas began to build the airplanes

The Douglas C-133 Cargomaster was the US Air Force’s first true strategic airlifter. First flying on 24
April 1956, its military service lasted until 2 August 1971. Its high wing configuration put the cargo deck
at truck-bed height, breaking with the low wing airliner design of earlier heavy airlifters. Large vehicles,
including armor, could be driven directly into the airplane and other large or heavy cargo could be loaded
with the aid of a powerful winch. Four powerful turboprop engines enabled the Cargomaster to carry
loads impossible in any other transport until the Lockheed C-5 flew its first mission on 9 July 1970. Fifty
Cargomasters were built and ten were lost in crashes or ground incidents. All were promptly forgotten by
the Air Force, leading to the belief by some that heavy airlift went directly from the Douglas C-124 to the
Lockheed C-141…

USAF Cargomaster C-133A 62014 over the Golden Gate Bridge, San Francisco, California, in April of 1959. (USAF Photo).
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Off-loading the first Atlas Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) ever to be airlifted. The missile was delivered by a C-133 Cargomaster to
F.E. Warren AFB, on 3 November 1959. (Courtesy Photo: Roy Isaacs).
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in Long Beach, California. There, several new production techniques
were used for the first time in the US. One was a huge water tank
in which an entire C-133 fuselage could be submerged for pressure
testing. Another was a fuel system test structure where fuel functions
could be tested under simulated flight conditions. The C-133 also
had the first flight data recorder in the US.
On 24 April 1956, a Douglas crew made the first C-133 takeoff. C133A 40135 flew to Edwards AFB, to become the first of seven C-133s
used in various parts of the testing program. Early structural modifications added an extended tail cone structure, increased fin height
and extended the forward wing fairing. Also, the crew compartment
was changed to eliminate a spiral ladder in favor of a straight ladder
to the flight deck.
The many test reports dealt with hundreds of issues, large and
small. One persistent finding that came to be critical throughout
the airplane’s life was the nearly total lack of stall warning. In time,
this deficiency was the probable cause of at least six of the nine
C-133 crashes.
Dover AFB, Delaware was the first C-133 home under the 1607th
Air Transport Wing (ATW). The 39th Air Transport Squadron (ATS)
was the first to convert to the new airplane, followed by the 1st ATS.
C-133A 40143 arrived at Dover on 28 August 1957. Fourteen months
later 40143 became the first C-133 assigned to the 1501st ATW at
Travis AFB, California, arriving on 17 October 1958. The flying

squadron was the 84th ATS. Until C-133B, 71614, arrived at Travis on
18 March 1960, both wings flew A-models. Eventually, Dover owned
the As and Travis the Bs. Crew training was done with Douglas at first
at Long Beach until a transport training unit was set up at Dover AFB
in early 1958.
The C-133s were soon out in the MATS system, visiting bases long
familiar to MATS crews. In the Atlantic area, these included Goose
Bay, Harmon, Lajes and Prestwick. Chateauroux AB in France was a
key distribution point. In the Pacific, Hickam, Wake, Midway, Guam
and Clark were routine stops. Tachikawa AB, Japan was the key base
in that part of the world.
Dover made its first European flight on 6 October 1957. 40135
flew to Chateauroux, Wiesbaden, Rhein-Main and Burtonwood. On
4 January 1958, 40144 and 40146 hauled more than 40,000 pounds
apiece to France, loads that became normal. Shorter legs, such as to
Thule, allowed as much as 90,000 pounds. In the Pacific, a route survey mission departing on 17 January 1959 carried a total of 38 persons, including tech reps. Briefings, airplane tours and local flights
showed off the new airplane. The first cargo mission left Travis AFB
on 9 February, carrying 55,643 pounds of general cargo.
A variety of special accomplishments took place in these early
years. C-133A 62008 set an official record on 16 December 1968, lifting 117,900 pounds to 10,000 feet. On 20 July 1960, C-133B 71614
departed Travis on a round-the-world flight. After ten enroute stops,

A C-133 Cargomaster off-loads a 155mm Self-Propelled Artillery gun at Chu Lai Air Base, Vietnam, in February 1968. (Courtesy Photo: Joe Moraine).

Douglas C-133B-DL Cargomaster 90534 transport plane en route from Okinawa to Midway Island, sank after ditching off shore from Okinawa,
Japan, on 30 April 1967. All nine crew members survived. After takeoff and climb to 12,450 feet, the number four propeller began to malfunction. The pilots shut the engine down, feathered the prop, and turned back toward Okinawa’s Kadena Air Base. While on approach the
propeller control and propeller power circuit failed, causing a fixed pitch condition leading to engine flameout of all three remaining engines
at 2500 feet. A ditching was carried out and the airplane broke in half. (USAF Photo).
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it returned to Travis with a total of 84 flying hours. The C-133 visited the Paris Air Show in 1959 and 1961. At the 1959 show, Capt
Robert McMurry impressed French President DeGaulle by making
two low passes with two engines shut down on the side toward the
reviewing stand.
Outsize and heavy loads of all kind were carried in the C-133.
ICBMs became routine cargo. The first Atlas was moved in C-133B
71614 from NAS Miramar to F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming on 3 November 1959. Many more Atlas moves followed, to and from Atlas
bases, Vandenberg AFB and Cape Kennedy, Florida. Atlas was joined
later by the Titan And Minuteman ICBMs. Several hundred missiles
of all types were carried. One myth claimed that a Titan disintegrated
while in flight on a C-133. Absolutely not true.
The C-133 was an integral part of the space program. C-133s
moved many large components for the space tracking system to such
places as Ascension Island, Brazil and Australia. John Glenn’s Atlas
booster flew by C-133 to Cape Canaveral. The Gemini project saw
at least one launch vehicle carried to Canaveral and the first Gemini
capsule was hauled from Baltimore to the Cape. In the Apollo program, C-133s carried command modules for Apollo 7 through 14.
Also, C-133A 40136 operating as NASA 928, flew at least 46 missions
from NS China Lake to test an over-land Apollo recovery system.
During the Vietnam War, the C-133 provided airlift capabilities
that no other airplane had. The first C-133 into Vietnam was on
about 25 July 1960, an unpublicized stop during the 1960 round-theworld flight. By 1963, the C-133 operated into Vietnam frequently.
Their list of cargo was very large. In-bound, they carried ammunition
and high explosives, large vehicles and many kinds of aircraft, especially helicopters returning from depot maintenance and reconstruction. Cargomasters were essential parts of several large unit moves,

in which they carried large vehicles and equipment while personnel
moved on jets.
Outbound, the C-133s carried shot-up helicopters, damaged fighters, large radiators for diesel generators and large vehicles. Some
missions in country carried M41 tanks and 155mm self-propelled
howitzers. This required that the C-133s not be fueled as full as normal, to offset the cargo weight. Higher headquarters waived some
weight restrictions. The loads were so heavy that the airplane was
over 300,000 pounds gross takeoff weight, giving the wings a definite
bow. The standardization loadmaster confiscated the weight and balance forms, which went missing.
One rule was that C-133s would not stay overnight in Vietnam,
because they were huge targets. The rule was broken a few times
and in two instances, crew efforts prevented a RON at Hue Phu
Bai. There, tires blew during taxi. The crews used fire axes and
a metal cutting tool to remove the tire, after which they flew to
Clark. These were only a few tales of the many hundreds of C-133
missions into Vietnam.
The C-133 offered great opportunity to transport an incredible variety of cargo. Some stretched the heavy/outsized envelope and other
loads were small but very high priority. Among the first were critical
Navy and Coast Guard cargo. In December 1963, the US Coast Guard
Cutter Atka had a propeller break while ice-breaking in Antarctica. A
Travis C-133 loaded the large replacement and delivered it to Wellington, New Zealand. A very challenging load was a replacement
propeller for the aircraft carrier USS Coral Sea. During sea trials in August 1966, the blade from one propeller broke off and damaged the
neighboring prop. A new prop weighing 46,000 pounds from Mare
Island Naval Shipyard was loaded into a Travis C-133 B and carried
to Sasebo Navy Base to get the carrier seaworthy. Part of the same
A/TQ • Airlift/Tanker Quarterly • Winter 2017
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C-133A Cargomaster 40135 lands at McMurdo Sound, Antarctica, ice strip on 21 October 1970. (USN Photo Courtesy of Tony Phillips).
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third flew to the New England Air Museum. A fourth airplane went to
the Octave Chanute Aerospace Museum. Two others went to the FAA
Technical Center in New Jersey, where they were used in fire research.
In the 1970s, civilian operators saw the C-133 as an excellent airplane
for non-military use. Attempting to preempt such operation, the Air
Force, the FAA and Douglas made strong, clear statements that the
C-133 had reached its useful life and that its structural integrity did
not permit further operation. Nonetheless, two civilian operators
bought C-133s as scrap metal from the Boneyard and attempted to
restore them to flight worthy condition. They were the Foundation
for Airborne Relief (FAR) in California and Northern Air Cargo, in
Alaska. Only the latter proved successful.
Russell P. O’Quinn, at FAR, purchased four C-133s in 1973 to be
used in humanitarian efforts. He also bought the small oil town of
New Cuyama, California to be a base for FAR operations. The C-133s
were to be modified with two decks inside the fuselage where various
medical facilities would be situated as well as a small helicopter and
a vehicle. Word of these plans reached former C-133 crew members
assigned to the 75th MAS, at Travis AFB, California. They considered
taking leave to fly the FAR airplanes to Bangladesh. Despite attempts
to modify the airplanes, only one C-133 had much work done. It
ultimately was scrapped at the Long Beach Airport in California. Two
FAR C-133s ended up at Mojave Airport, California.
The Alaska operator proved to be more successful. Morrie Carlson, then a partner in Northern Air Cargo, bought the first of four
C-133s with which they intended to carry large pipe to Prudhoe
Bay for construction of the Alaska pipeline. Later, Carlson left NAC
and formed Cargomaster, Inc. Ultimately, he owned six C-133; an
A- and a B-model at Ted Stevens International Airport, one at the
Tucson International Airport, another in a Tucson scrap yard and
the pair at Mojave.
In Alaska, the C-133A was relatively successful for fifteen years. It
did not haul pipe, because the FAA said the airplane was not certified
as a FAA Part 21 operator. Finally, it usually flew as a “government
aircraft” under the auspices of the State of Alaska. Cargo included
large trucks, road graders, school buses, and even a crashed Consolidated LB-30 that was moved from central Alaska to Anchorage. For
33 years, the old C-133A was kept operational, using the other C-133s
as parts bins and managed by the same chief of maintenance during
that time.
In 2008, C-133 flight operations came to an end. Morrie Carlson
donated the last flying Cargomaster to the Travis Air Museum. Departing Anchorage on 6 August 2008, C-133A 61999/N199AB flew to
McChord AFB, Washington with cargo consisting of a jet engine for
the McChord Air Museum. On 8 August, 61999 flew to Travis, arriving in the midst of the annual Travis Air Show. Upon engine shutdown, the airplane had logged more than 18,000 hours and 2,500
landings. Not bad for an airplane built for only 10,000 hours.
The last C-133 joined a “ghost squadron” of four C-133s. In addition to Travis 62008 was in the National Museum of the USAF, 90536
was in the AMC Museum at Dover AFB, Delaware, and 90527 rested
at the Pima Air Museum, Tucson, Arizona. After 52 years, the sound
of the T34 and its huge props was now stilled.
Cal Taylor served 26 years in the Air Force as a navigator and intelligence officer, retiring as a Lieutenant Colonel. Flying assignments
included the B-52H, C-141, AC-130, C-133, C-5 and C-130H. Total
time was 6,738 hours, of which 1,809 were in the C-133. Intelligence
assignments were to Defense Intelligence Agency at the Pentagon,
Andrews AFB, Osan AB and HQ MAC/IN at Scott AFB. These assignments were in the company of professionals, especially the air crews
and maintenance personnel in MAC.
Cal Taylor is the author of Remembering an Unsung Giant: The Douglas C-133 Cargomaster and Its People. The book can be purchased from
Firstfleet Publishers, Beverly Beach Dr NW, Olympia, WA 98502.
Email firstfleet@aol.com for information.
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CUT ALONG DOTTED LINE – MAIL TO ADDRESS ON FORM

landing, they were met by the air attache and some Americans in civilian clothes. The helicopters were off-loaded and disappeared while
the C-133 returned to home station. Some weeks later, pilot Darryl
Nelson was reading in Time Magazine about how the Bolivians had
captured and killed Che Guevara and flown the body from the interior on a Bolivian Air Force helicopter. He showed the article to pilot
Gary Wamsley. They looked at each other and smiled. The C-133 had
again helped make more history.
During fifteen years of military operation, nine C-133s crashed
and one was damaged beyond repair in a maintenance mishap. A
total of 61 people were killed in eight C-133 crashes or related operations. The first crash was at Dover AFB, on 13 April 1958. The cause
may have been a stall that rolled the airplane inverted and into the
ground. A second C-133 was lost on departure from Tachikawa AB,
Japan. The investigation said the probable cause was engine nose case
failure that precipitated aircraft disintegration. The next crash happened about 100 miles east of Dover during a heavyweight climb.
A stall may have caused this crash. The fourth crash was at Travis
AFB during a circling approach to landing. A runway change at low
altitude may have led to a low level stall. Another Dover airplane
was lost over the Atlantic for reasons similar to the third crash. Crash
number six was during a night departure from Wake Island. Spatial
disorientation may have induced vertigo in the pilot and a low level
stall with no chance to recover. Goose Bay was the site of a crash
where the likely cause was wing icing that caused a low level stall.
The next to last crash was a ditching near Okinawa. There, electrical
failure stopped the props in high pitch. When the aircraft descended
into thicker air, the engines flamed out and the pilot had to ditch.
Fortunately, all survived. The last crash was at night over western
Nebraska. A small, old crack hidden by paint propagated to 17 feet.
Skin flew into number three engine and the plane came apart at FL
230. Other losses were a maintenance man crushed when the airplane came down on him and a Dover crew in a contractor’s airplane
that crashed due to airframe failure.
Contrary to a couple of myths, no C-133 was ever seen spinning
down out of the clouds, and testing disproved the idea that two Dover airplanes crashed because fuel fumes collected in the center wing
area exploded when the HF radio was engaged.
By 1971, the C-5 was entering the inventory and the C-133s were
getting tired. The Air Force decided to retire them and Douglas stated
that they would not support the C-133 in any way. Beginning in
June 1970, most C-133s began to fly to the Boneyard at Davis-Monthan AFB, Arizona. By 2 August 1971, a total of 33 C-133s joined the
first one. Of the others, one went to the National Museum of the Air
Force, another went to the Strategic Air Command Museum, and a

✃

mission was to carry the 74,000-pound propeller shaft to Sasebo on
another Cargomaster.
During presidential support missions, the C-133 carried President
Lyndon Johnson’s helicopter to the Philippines in October 1966.
When President John Kennedy went to a 1963 conference of the
presidents of Central American nations, in Costa Rica, a Mexican TV
bus went by C-133.
C-133s flew many humanitarian missions. An early flight carried
iron lungs to Japan when there was an outbreak of polio. Iran was
the destination after a huge earthquake in September 1962. C-133s
from Dover flew numerous missions to move doctors, supplies, helicopters, tents and food from Germany to Tehran. And the April 1964
Alaska earthquake called upon C-133s to transport generators to the
Kodiak naval station after their power was out. The huge generator
powered the entire island for a while.
Two incidents involving nuclear weapons again called upon the
Cargomaster. On January 1966, a B-52 and KC-135 collided during
an aerial refueling east of Spain. Four hydrogen bombs fell into the
Mediterranean Sea. To recover them, the deep sea recovery vehicle
Alvin flew on a C-133 from Massachusetts to Spain. With its help, the
bombs were located and brought to the surface from 2,562 feet. Two
years later, on 21 January 1968, a B-52G from Plattsburgh AFB, New
Hampshire crashed on the ice seven miles south of Thule AFB, Greenland. The ensuing fire detonated the high explosive in the nuclear
bombs and scattered radioactive fragments across the ice. The nuclear heart of one bomb melted through the ice and fell into the water.
A Dover C-133 flew a two-man deep diving submarine from Quonset
Point, Rhode Island to Thule. Eighteen hours after arrival, the nuclear
components had been retrieved. The C-133 then returned the submarine to Quonset Point.
Two missions in Africa and Bolivia called upon Cargomasters from
Dover and Travis. Operation New Tape in January and October 1962
supported United Nations efforts in the former Belgian Congo. C133s moved Royal Swedish Air Force fighters and Swedish Army combat vehicles from Sweden to Elizabethville and Leopoldville. Cargo
was loaded in Sweden and the route went to Wheelus AB, Libya,
across the Sahara Desert to the Congo.
The Bolivian mission happened in September 1967. Rush orders
instructed the 84th MAS, at Travis AFB, to pick up two helicopters
at Kelly AFB, Texas, and fly them to Cochabamba, Bolivia. One was
a Sikorsky H-19 and the other was a brand new Bell Jet Ranger. The
airport presented performance challenges, lying at an elevation of
8,696 feet. During an overnight stay at Howard AFB, in the Canal
Zone, the pilots and engineers carefully reviewed performance data
and decided that they could operate safely at that elevation. Upon
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INDUSTRY PARTNER SPOTLIGHT

Abilene Military Affairs Committee
Aerial Refueling Systems Advisory
Group International, Inc. (ARSAG)
Airborne Global Solutions, Inc.
Cobham plc is pleased and proud to
have our founder, Sir Alan Cobham, recognized by the A/TA with his induction to
its Hall of Fame. The induction ceremony

in October was fantastic, the bronze bust is
beautiful and once the ceremony was over
- as so often happens – a number of people
said to our employees attending some variation of the phrase: “I had no idea!” how
invaluable Sir Alan’s contributions were to
aerial refueling.
As with Sir Alan the man the same is true
for his company Cobham plc; our portfolio
of products and services is so broad that few
customers have even the need to be so widely aware of all the things we do. Cobham
is a leading global technology and services

innovator, respected for providing solutions
to the most challenging problems, from
deep space to the depths of the ocean. We
employ around 11,000 people on five continents, and have customers and partners

in over 100 countries, with market leading
positions in: wireless, audio, video and data
communications, including satellite communications; defense electronics; aviation
services; life support and mission
equipment, and – of course – air-toair refueling (AAR) equipment, which
can be found aboard all of the US Air
Force tankers: KC-10, KC-130, KC-135
and soon to include the KC-46.
In addition to AAR, the KC46 is equipped with content
from across Cobham’s technology portfolio, including:
aircrew oxygen, satellite communications and terrestrial
antennas, and the weather
radar array in the aircraft’s
nose. In fact, EVERY Boeing airliner
in production today is equipped with
a weather radar array made by Cobham. We also make the KC-46 internal fuel tanks that carry the gas our
hoses and drogues pass to receiver
aircraft.
On the receiving end, Cobham
supplies refueling probes to the F-35
and the Marine Corps’ V-22 variant. During the past few decades, Cobham designed
and manufactured nearly 40,000 wing tanks
and pylons for the F-16, the F-15 and
the F/A-18 aircraft. In fact, we have
built external fuel tanks for every US
Air Force fighter dating back to the
P-38. We also make buddy refueling pods so that F/A-18 can refuel
other aircraft.
Once refuelled, many of
those aircraft go on to launch
munitions and some – those
that carry the Small Diameter
Bomb – do so using Cobham’s
BRU-61 SDB carriage system.
The F-35 electro-optical targeting system (EOTS) uses a
cryocooling system to help it
accurately engage targets using
infra-red sensing. Cobham actuation
systems help steer Paveway, Hellfire
and SDB II munitions.
To help protect aircraft and aircrew, Cobham supplies nitrogen gas generation systems for fuel tank inerting systems to reduce

the risk of fire. Currently the C-17 and the
V-22 carry such equipment and the KC-46,
yet again, carries a Cobham sensor to measure oxygen in its fuel tanks.
While this list of our efforts is extensive
it is by no means comprehensive. It doesn’t
begin to touch on what Cobham does in
space (every western astronaut since John
Glenn has breathed through a Cobham
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Airbus Group, Inc.
Altus Military Affairs Committee
Atlas Air Worldwide
Booz Allen Hamilton
Bose Corporation
CAE
Capewell Aerial Systems, LLC
Chromalloy
Cobham
Consolidated Air Support Systems (CASS), LLC

regulator; our products fly aboard the
ISS and roam Mars), on land (more than
125,000 vehicle intercoms installed into
US and allied combat vehicles), or at sea
(Cobham is the market leader in maritime
satellite communications).
Across the service, across the fleet, and
throughout the joint force and our allies, Cobham provides solutions to our customers’ most

demanding needs, and hopes to continue
to do so indefinitely. We appreciate what
we do for the Airlift/Tanker community
and are proud of it, but of all the things we
build – the most important thing we build
is trust!

The appearance of articles or advertisements, including inserts, in Airlift/Tanker Quarterly does not constitute an endorsement by the Airlift/Tanker Association, the Air Mobility Command,
the Department of the Air Force or the Department of Defense, of the viewpoints, products or services mentioned or advertised.
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Industry Partner

A/TA INDUSTRY PARTNERS (as of 20 January 2017)

Honeywell Aerospace
Jeppesen
JLG Industries, Inc.
L-3 Communications Integrated Systems Group
LifePort
Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Corporation
Louis Berger Services (Aircraft Serivces Division)
McClellan Jet Services
Million Air – an Aviation Services Company
National Air Cargo
Northrop Grumman Corporation
Omega Air
Parker Aerospace

David Clark Company Incorporated

Phoenix-Mesa Gateway Airport

DRS Technologies, Inc.

PlaneTechs

Elbit Systems of America

Pratt & Whitney Military Engines

Essex Industries

Rockwell Collins

Field Aerospace

Rolls-Royce

Flightcom Corporation

Satcom Direct Communications

FlightSafety International

Stephenville Airport Corporation

ForeFlight

The Boeing Company

Gander International Airport Authority

USAA

GE Aviation

UTC Aerospace Systems

Georgia Tech Research Institute

Volga-Dnepr Airlines

Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation

Zodiac Arresting Systems America

Hilton Software LLC

ZOLL Medical Corporation

HIGHLIGHTS
Wow, what a tremendous A/TA Air Mobility Technology Exposition! We would
like to extend a sincere thank you to all
our loyal supporters and friends from industry! Once again, you made the difference and helped to make our 48th Annual Airlift/Tanker Association Convention
a resounding success. We had a 6 percent
increase in this year’s number of exhibitors, with increases in all four categories
of participants (Industry Partners, Industry Supporters, Government Exhibitors,
Col Cary Walgamott
and Pro Bono Exhibitors). The biggest inUSAF (ret)
creases were in the “Industry Supporter”
and “Pro Bono” categories with continuing support from universities and Fixed Base Operators (FBOs).
Following the disruptive year in 2013 due primarily to government sequestration, this
is the third consecutive
“We are busy
year with increases in
exhibitor participation.
simultaneously working
A heartfelt thanks to
three different
all our loyal supporters
convention cycles,
for helping the A/TA to
continue to expand and
including wrapping up
improve the quality of
final aspects on the
our Exposition!
recently completed
With the Convention now behind us,
convention; actively
there is no time for the
planning
for the upcoming
A/TA convention plan2017 convention;
ners to take a breather.
We are busy simultaand laying the ground
neously working three
work for the
different convention
2018 convention…”
cycles, including wrapping up final aspects
on the recently completed convention; actively planning for the
upcoming 2017 convention; and laying the ground work for the
2018 convention. The upcoming 49th annual A/TA Convention
& Symposium will be held at Marriott’s Orlando World Center,
Florida. In addition, our 50th A/TA Convention & Symposium is
just around the corner. Our Senior Vice President, Lt. Gen (ret)
Rusty Findley, is leading the 50th anniversary preparations and
our convention planners are continuing long-range planning for
this VERY special event.
In an effort to help you, our loyal exhibitors and partners, to have
a clearer understanding of the future requirements of our host, Air
Mobility Command, we combined our first “Industry Day” with
our 2016 Convention. The A/TA Board of Officers would like to solicit your feedback on this additional event. To accomplish this, we
sent out a short survey in January. Thank you in advance for your
assistance.
We know some of our most loyal industry exhibitors have been
forced to pass on the A/TA Convention & Symposium the last year
or two due to the economic climate. Please consider us again as you
build your 2017 events plan. I am committed to give our industry
exhibitors the best value for your marketing dollars! We hope to see
you in Orlando this fall.
Cary Walgamott
Industry Vice President
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AIR MOBILITY
Air Mobility Classics is a recurring feature contributed by Lt Col Douglas H. Lloyd, USAF Ret.

W

ith this issue’s cover story on the C-133, it seems appropriate to introduce you to the Cargomaster’s obscure big brother,
the Douglas C-132.
In the early fifties, the Douglas Aircraft Company, the main
supplier of heavy cargo aircraft for the USAF, received development contracts for two new turboprop-powered strategic airlift
aircraft, designated the C-132 and C-133. The larger of the two
projects, the C-132, had its origins in a January 1951 USAF request
for a preliminary design of a heavy cargo hauler. By February
1954, the design parameters had evolved into an aircraft that
was suitable for use as either a logistic transport or aerial tanker.
Uniquely, both versions used a common wing, tail surfaces, and
upper fuselage, but the cargo version had a “double-bubble” fuselage with a larger-diameter lower compartment. The aerial tanker version had a much slimmer profile without the lower cargo
component. To meet the high speed desired, the C-132 was to be
powered by four powerful Pratt & Whitney T57-P-1 turboprop
engines. Still in development, the T57 put out 15,000 horsepower
and drove a huge four-bladed, 20ft diameter Hamilton Standard
propeller. This power, in conjunction with the swept, shouldermounted wing, was projected to provide a 418 knot (.63 Mach)
cruise speed at a 39,000ft operational ceiling.
It wasn’t long before the two-version concept was abandoned,
and the design firmed up around the cargo model, although
wingtip hose-and-drogue aerial refueling systems were still to
be incorporated. In a configuration much the same as todays C-5
Galaxy, the lower deck of the fuselage held the payload, while
the upper deck housed the pressurized crew compartment that
extended aft to the wing spar (no upper deck troop compartment
aft of the wing, however). Cargo was loaded through a split rear
door and ramp (similar to the C-130) and there was also a 9ft x
9ft loading door in the left forward fuselage at truck bed height

for loading cargo or troops. The cargo box measured 12ft x 12ft
and had a capacity of 15,662 cu ft.
With a wing span of 177’ 6”, length of 186’ 8”, height of 57’ 11”
and wartime gross weight of 529,000lbs, the C-132 would easily
have been the largest turboprop-powered aircraft in the United
States. Despite its massive size, the C-132’s sixteen main gear tires
and two nose gear tires lowered it’s footprint enough to allow it
to use most modern airfields.
With a first flight projected for April 1957, work proceeded
quickly. A full-scale mockup (minus a right wing and stabilizer)
was built by late 1953 that nearly filled Douglas’s Long Beach
factory. Production was planned for the Douglas plant in Tulsa,
Oklahoma. However, design changes (the max cargo capability
nearly doubled from 100,000lbs to 195,000lbs from 1953 to 1956)
and developmental problems with the T57 engine caused delays
in the program. By the middle of 1956, the first flight date had
slipped to mid 1959.
In the interim, aviation had a new darling…the turbojet. Turboprops, so cutting edge in the early 1950s, and in spite of their
better fuel efficiency, were starting to look antiquated. In late
March of 1957, the Air Force decided to terminate the C-132 program. The smaller and less ambitious Douglas C-133 Cargomaster, powered by the T34 turboprop, was continued, with fifty C133s eventually built, but the handwriting was on the wall. The
pure-jet KC-135 and the C-141 were the next generation of tanker
and cargo plane as far as the USAF was concerned.
Interestingly, the Soviet Union had no such bias. They built
the huge Antonov AN-22 turboprop, an airplane that almost exactly matched the C-132 in size, power, and performance. Fifty
years after its first flight, the AN-22 is still in service, validating the concept of the large turboprop strategic airlifter that the
C-132 would have pioneered.
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